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This paper presents a novel perspective for modelling alluvial stratigraphy. It integrates the spatial geological
information, geological maps and well-log descriptions, with the rules describing the hierarchy and relative
chronology of the geological entities. As geological modelling tools are moving fast forward, the urgent need for
expert geological input, codified as modelling rules, persists. Concerning subsurface alluvial architectures, the
concepts of “stratigraphic hierarchy” and “relative chronology” provide the most relevant rules which permit to
link the modelling procedure to the geo-history of a region.
The paper shows how to formalize this knowledge into modelling rules. This is illustrated and implemented in
a Python™ module named HIEGEO which is applied on a 2-D cross-section from the Po Basin (N-Italy). The
stratigraphic correlation yields 2-D pictures of the hierarchic stratigraphy and relative chronology of the units.
The input are: an attribute table of stratigraphic boundaries expressing their hierarchy and chronology; contact
points where these boundaries cross the control logs. Since the aim of HIEGEO is to illustrate the principle of the
method but not to replace existing 3-D geological modelling tools, it implements a linear interpolation algorithm
which creates joins between contact points. It plots linear joins framing polygons based on their hierarchy, at any
user’s desired detail. HIEGEO highlights potential inconsistencies of the input dataset, helping to re-evaluate the
geological interpretation.
The proposed workflow allows to: i) translate geological knowledge into modelling rules; ii) compute strati
graphic models constrained by the hierarchy of stratigraphic entities and the relative chronology of geological
events; iii) represent internal geometries of the stratigraphic units, accounting for their composite nature; iv)
reduce uncertainty in modelling alluvial architectures. It represents a starting point for multi-scale applications
and could be easily integrated into 3-D modelling packages, to couple the hierarchical concept proposed here
with existing advanced interpolation methods.

1. Rationale and aims of the work
Modelling the alluvial stratigraphy of sedimentary basins is impor
tant for many applications, like management of groundwater and
shallow geothermal resources, or geohazard evaluation. The strati
graphic architecture of alluvial basins derives from multiple geological
processes, acting at different spatial and temporal scales. The result is a
nested, hierarchical arrangement of the sedimentary bodies and their
internal heterogeneities: highest-hierarchy and large stratigraphic units

are built-up by several component units of progressively lower size and
hierarchy (Blum and T€
ornqvist, 2000; Bridge, 2003; Miall, 1996, 1985).
The current geo-modelling approaches aim to preserve this geolog
ical complexity. Most of literature acknowledges that multi-scale
modelling of the geological architectures is made possible by the thor
ough use of the geological knowledge (Bond, 2015; Calcagno et al.,
2018; Caumon, 2010; Dalman and Weltje, 2008; Gallerini and De
Donatis, 2009; Mackey and Bridge, 1992; Macrae et al., 2016; Perrin and
Rainaud, 2013; Turner, 2006; Wellmann et al., 2014; Wijns et al., 2003).
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The need for expert geological input to the modelling stages is a
persistent argument made by many modelling approaches (Randle et al.,
2018; Russell et al., 2019 and references within). However, it is very
difficult at present to formalize and express the geological constraints in
a quantitative and objective way (Brodaric and Gahegan, 2001; Well
mann and Caumon, 2018 and references within). On the one hand,
explicit modelling approaches widely rely on expert-driven interaction
and manual implementation, thus being time-intensive and often
addressing relatively simple geological configurations (deKemp et al.,
2007; Lemon and Jones, 2003; Schetselaar et al., 2016). On the other
hand, implicit modelling software rely on coded rules driving interpo
lation functions (superposition/erosion between vertically-ordered
geological entities; examples in Calcagno et al., 2008; Chil�es et al.,
2004; de la Varga et al., 2018). Yet, they do not permit either to model
multiple levels of hierarchy, and/or to visualize contemporaneously all
the ranks after a single interpolation (e.g. Zuffetti, 2019).
Also, many different geostatistical simulation methods were

developed to implement hierarchical approaches in modelling alluvial
settings (Comunian et al., 2011, 2016; Dell’Arciprete et al., 2012, 2010;
Jussel and Stauffer, 1994; Zappa et al., 2006). But even in these cases,
mostly the geometrical component of the site-specific geological infor
mation is introduced, while the relevant knowledge about the hierar
chical arrangement and geo-history of the stratigraphy, are hardly
considered in a straightforward manner. Hence, recognizing the mod
ellers’ desire for maximum geological plausibility, a novel approach to
analyse, describe, and code geological knowledge of alluvial stratig
raphy in model-building process is needed.
Here, we propose to adopt two key-concepts to interpret the geology
of a basin: hierarchy of stratigraphic entities and relative chronology of
the geological evolution. The “hierarchy” (or rank) of the stratigraphic
entities (Aigner et al., 1999; Gardner, 1995; Heinz et al., 2003; Hug
genberger and Aigner, 1999; Miall, 1985; Weber, 1986), depends on the
duration and rate of deposition vs. erosion. The sequence of increments
through time of the geological evolution represents the “relative

Fig. 1. Exposed analogue of Pleistocene glacio-fluvial stratigraphy (quarry exposure in the Ticino river valley, Northern Italy; after Bersezio et al., 1999). In the
lower frame, line-drawing shows the hierarchic assemblage of the stratigraphic units. A and B: stratigraphic units. Subscripts identify the decreasing stratigraphic
hierarchy. Note the hierarchy of the cross-cut relationships between the stratigraphic boundaries.
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chronology” of the geological processes. In a basin fill, it is expressed by
the three basic relationships among the stratigraphic boundaries and
bodies with different hierarchy, i.e. intersection, superposition and
juxtaposition. The hierarchy of the stratigraphic units links the sedi
mentary architecture and processes to the chronology of increments of
the geological evolution of any studied setting. These two variables
represent the outstanding geological rules for reconstructing and
modelling sedimentary basins, specifically in the alluvial sequences,
which are characterized by systematic cross-cut and juxtaposition re
lations among the depositional bodies. Substantial help in modelling
subsurface stratigraphy comes from the study of exposed analogues of
subsurface sediments (Fig. 1), which provide clues to define strati
graphic hierarchy and relative chronology of the geo-history (examples
in Bayer et al., 2011; Bersezio et al., 1999, 2007 among many others).
The example given in Fig. 1 illustrates these two concepts in the case of
an exposed gravel-sand, glacio-fluvial assemblage of sedimentary
bodies. It is a typical outcrop analogue of many peculiar features of the
buried stratigraphy of many Quaternary hydrogeological basins world
wide. In this example, the three-fold hierarchy is visualized by the
sub-planar erosional boundary between the two high-hierarchy strati
graphic units (A and B), which cross-cuts the intermediate-hierarchy
stratigraphic units nested within A (A1, A2, A3) and the
differently-dipping intermediate-hierarchy boundaries between them.
The contacts between coarse-over fine-grained sedimentary bed-sets
permit to recognize the low-hierarchy sediment packages nested
within the intermediate-hierarchy units A1, A2, A3, and B1, B2 (e.g. B2-1,
B2-2, B2-3 within B2; Fig. 1). The line-drawing at the outcrop, and
interpretation of the observed stratigraphic geometries and mutual re
lationships, permits to set-up the hierarchy and the relative chronology
of erosional/depositional events, and hence to describe the geological
evolution. The geological knowledge, which includes the geo-history of
the specific settings under investigation, is contained into the hierarchy
and relative chronology concepts.
Here we propose to formalize this geological knowledge in computer
codes to constrain geo-modelling. The addressed issues are: i) how to
formalize hierarchy and relative chronology derived from the geological
reconstructions? ii) how can this knowledge be included into an auto
mated modelling workflow? iii) how to easily test alternative hypothe
ses of geological evolution in automated ways? The specific aim of this
paper is to set-up and demonstrate a work-flow to introduce hierarchy
and chronology into computation of realistic models of subsurface ar
chitectures in alluvial basins, whose geological complexity lies in the
nested structure of composite sedimentary bodies. The method is spe
cifically conceived to assist geo-modelling of hydrogeological basins. It
is performed starting from geological models that consist of a fence of
cross-sections, the latter obtained from highly-uncertain and even lowconfidence correlation of 1-D borehole logs. This paper introduces a
Python™ module named HIEGEO (hierarchical geo-modelling) that il
lustrates the proposed approach. It integrates the new rules with hard
and soft geological information. HIEGEO produces a hierarchic strati
graphic model constrained by the hierarchy of the stratigraphic entities
and the relative chronology of geological events. Its working principles
are demonstrated on a simple example, in which a real-world 2-D
stratigraphic cross-section is reproduced by applying the new rules
and work-flow. We selected a simple 2-D example, because the focus of
this work is to demonstrate a hierarchical approach to constrain the geomodelling process, rather than an attempt to propose a completely new
3-D geological modelling tool. Instead, we think that the proposed
framework could be integrated in such already existing platforms. The
case-study is located in the Quaternary Po alluvial Basin (Northern
Italy), whose subsurface glacio-fluvial architecture exemplifies the
stratigraphy of a wide number of hydrogeological basins around the
world. Moreover, the topological relationships and depositional pro
cesses interpreted at this site are akin to the outcropping analogue
presented in Fig. 1 and can be applied elsewhere, at any scale of
investigation.

2. General workflow
The proposed workflow is illustrated in Fig. 2. It involves three main
steps: the geological interpretation of the data-set in terms of hierarchy
and relative chronology rules; the coding of these data using a stan
dardized framework; the computation of the set of interfaces honouring
the observations and the presented rules.
As for most geological modelling studies, field and subsurface data
represent the starting point. The dataset is organized using a GIS, which
permits to manage scale, dimensionality, relative chronology, and to
prepare the data for further processing. The workflow is fully applicable
using any of the available open source GIS suites. The example we
present has been managed with ESRI ArcGIS.
The cross-sections are obtained by manually correlating the subsur
face stratigraphic logs driven by geometrical and genetic rules. The
geological knowledge is numerically expressed in terms of hierarchy and
relative chronology of the stratigraphic units (Figs. 1 and 3). Finally, all
the available information is processed with HIEGEO. It provides a
graphical representation of the geological model. If the model is satis
factory, then it will become the input of further modelling steps (i.e.
hydrogeological models); alternatively, one should go back to the
interpretation, or try to collect additional data to clarify unresolved

Fig. 2. The workflow proposed in the present work. It combines surface and
subsurface geological data analysis and interpretation with mathematical
multiscale modelling.
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Fig. 3. A) Location and geological setting of the study area in the Po Plain of Lombardy (Northern Italy). The dataset used for the subsurface reconstruction of the
study area comprises a surface geological map (redrawn after Bersezio et al., 2014; Bini et al., 2014; Cavalli, 2012; Comizzoli et al., 1969; Francani et al., 2016) and
borehole data (black dots). Solid black line: trace of the cross-section shown in Fig. 4. Legend of the geological map as in panel B. B) Stratigraphic scheme of a N–S
transect across the Quaternary glacial, glacio-fluvial and alluvial terraces exposed in the northern Po Plain of Lombardy. Modified after Bersezio et al. (2014).

issues. In the following, the workflow is described step by step by
tracking an example in the Po Basin. Therefore, we first introduce this
example.

from the Middle-Late Pleistocene Alpine glacial amphitheatres of Como,
Brianza and Lecco (Bini et al., 2004; units LCN, BE, PEO, BIN, BOZ in
Fig. 2-B). These sediments sit above pre-glacial, alluvial conglomerates
(Early Pleistocene; C in Fig. 2-B) and littoral to shallow marine
fine-grained sediments (Early Pleistocene; VIM in Fig. 2-B).
The hard data consist in i) a surface geological map at 1:10 000 scale
(polygon GIS shapefile; Fig. 3-A), ii) the locations of 10 boreholes
(average depth 150 m; point GIS shapefile; Fig. 3-A), iii) the logs of the
1-D borehole stratigraphy, after normalized digitization based on a
specifically-built lithotextural alphabetic Code (GIS table; Table 1). The
borehole logs are lined-up along a 1 km-long, N–S stratigraphic crosssection, which runs almost parallel to the average SSE-ward deposi
tional trend of the stratigraphic bodies, orthogonal to the average axial
strike of the Po basin (Fig. 3-A). The cross-section is represented by the
Cross-section Tool of ESRI ArcGIS®. Vertical sticklogs (Fig. 4) represent
the projection of the borehole stratigraphic datum, contained into GIS
descriptive tables.

3. Raw data and introduction of the illustrative example
The dataset used to illustrate the proposed workflow derives from the
stratigraphic study of the Quaternary fill of the Po Foreland Basin
(Cavalli, 2012; Bersezio et al., 2016, Fig. 3). The selected area belongs to
the glacio-fluvial and alluvial terraced landscape at the northern alpine
margin of the Po Basin. Its stratigraphic architecture is the result of the
progressive southward entrenchment and filling of alluvial valleys into
the Pliocene-Lower Pleistocene marine sediments, followed by
Middle-Late Pleistocene progradation and terracing of glacio-fluvial fans
(Fig. 2-B). Post-depositional deformation consists of gentle southward
tilting owing to Quaternary uplift of the Alpine source area of the sed
iments (Scardia et al., 2012). Folding and faulting are therefore negli
gible complexities for modelling at this site. In this area, we selected a
cross-section that describes gently S-ward dipping, clastic bodies fed
4
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4. Formalizing the geological relationships

Table 1
Lithotextural coding used to normalize the 1-D borehole stratigraphic logs,
stored into a GIS Geo-Database.
Sedimentary texture
(all observations)

Additional textural
codes

Facies code

Example of application

Cong: conglomerate; Ar:
sandstone
G: gravel, S: sand, L:silt and
very fine sand, A: clay
T: peat, P: pedogenic
concretions (carbonate)
GS: sandy gravel, SG: gravelly
sand, SL: silty sand, LS: sandy
silt
\LAS: clayey-sandy silt
G/S: interbedding of gravel
and sand
vf: very fine
f: fine
m: medium
c: coarse
vc: very coarse

SG: sand >50%,
gravel < 50%
SAL: sand > clay > silt

4.1. Interpreting the cross-sections
The subsurface stratigraphic data are analysed with a rigorous GIS
data-management method to preserve internal consistency during sub
sequent elaborations. It involves the following steps:
(1) 1-D analysis (Fig. 4-A). The sharp “coarse-grained above finegrained” sediment contacts are picked within each borehole, thus
subdividing the stratigraphic logs into a sequence of lithotextural
intervals, bounded by abrupt textural contacts (compare to the
criteria adopted in Fig. 1). The sediment packages in between two
contacts show the basic stacking pattern types (coarsening-up
wards, fining-upwards, stationary) and represent the 1-D indi
vidual genetic units, which formed under different trends and
durations of the sedimentary processes.
(2) 1-D to 2-D propagation: definition and characterization of the 2-D
stratigraphic boundaries. Stratigraphic correlation is carried out
following the standard criteria of physical stratigraphy (Allen and
Allen, 2013; Miall, 1996). After this step, the correlation of the
individual 1-D genetic units originates a frame of correlation lines
which represent the stratigraphic boundaries of the up-scaled 2-D
stratigraphic units. At this stage of the work, the stratigraphic

vfSfG: very fine sand
>50%, fine gravel <
50%
mSAL: medium sand
> clay > silt

Fig. 4. A) Stratigraphic cross-section after 1-D borehole analysis along vertical sticklogs and 2-D hierarchic correlation. Vertical exaggeration 20x. Location of crosssection in Fig. 3-A. Lithotextural coding of borehole stratigraphy as in Table 1. B) GIS-based management of multi-dimensional, hierarchic elaborations as input data
for numerical modelling: the point file processed at the intersections between the borehole sticklogs and the stratigraphic boundaries, carries both geometrical and
spatial information (spatial attributes, left-hand side of Panel B) and interpretation on hierarchy and chronology (geological knowledge, visualized through specific
symbols on the right-hand side). Two black circles on the left-hand section have been located to show that HIEGEO permits the user to locate some Sbounds ter
minations at different locations from the contact points, based on additional external information, to evaluate alternative geometries honouring all the data-points
and the geological rules.
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units are the 2-D entities framed by stratigraphic boundaries,
either erosional or depositional. The lower boundary must be the
true stratigraphic base of the unit, the top boundary might
correspond to an erosional truncation, omitting the depositional
top of the unit itself. This picture honours the hard data and in
troduces the interpretative 2-D geometry of the stratigraphic
units. At this step, it is possible to delineate the hierarchy of the
2-D stratigraphic boundaries and stratigraphic units, by analysing
their relationships of superposition, juxtaposition without inter
section, and cross-cutting. Relying on this simple scheme, the
highest-hierarchy boundaries are those cross-cutting the others.
They can merge together or mutually intersect, but cannot be
cross-cut by lower-hierarchy boundaries.

4.3. Consistency check
The 2-D cross-section is checked for the internal consistency, noncontradiction, simplicity and likelihood criteria. In the example case,
the relationships between the 2-D stratigraphic units and their bounding
lines are simple. They are consistent and agree with the previous in
terpretations of the stratigraphic evolution of the region (Fig. 3-B; Ber
sezio et al., 2014; Bini et al., 2004; Cavalli, 2012). Yet, this
interpretation is uncertain, and might be rejected at the end of model
ling, to favour some alternative correlations based on new additional
data or revisions of the correlation criteria (Fig. 2). Comparing the 2-D
cross-section and the available literature (Bersezio et al., 2014; Bini
et al., 2014, 2004; Cavalli, 2012; Francani et al., 2016, Fig. 3-B) yields
some suggestions on the geological evolution of the area. In the Early
Pleistocene, uplift on the Northern Alpine side of the basin shaped the S0
and S1 erosion surfaces, at the base of incised alluvial valleys subse
quently filled by transitional to alluvial deposits (units ‘C’ and ‘VIM’;
Fig. 4-A; Bersezio et al., 2014; Bini et al., 2014). These two major units
are punctuated by minor cycles, framed by intermediate-hierarchy
boundaries (units C1–C2 and VIM1-VIM2; Fig. 4-A). Since the end of
Calabrian and during the Middle-Late Pleistocene, cyclical advances of
the Alpine glaciers forced the glacio-fluvial depositional systems to
spread from the North. The oldest glaciofluvial units (GF; Fig. 4-A,
corresponding to the Bozzente, Binago and Specola synthems in
Fig. 3-A) rest above the high-hierarchy unconformity S2. Uplift, S-ward
tilting and glacial-interglacial cyclicity shaped the Middle-Late Pleisto
cene glacio-fluvial terraces (BE, Fig. 4-A; Besnate Supersynthem,
Fig. 3-A), bounded at the base by unconformity S3. The latter results
from the composition of the unconformities S3-0, S3-1 which sole at
least two intermediate-hierarchy glacio-fluvial units (Cadorago, BEE,
and Minoprio, BMI, units; Fig. 4-A). The S4 high-hierarchy erosional
boundary predates the S-ward progradation of the Late Pleistocene
Laghi Supersynthem (LCN; Fig. 4-A). It contains two
intermediate-hierarchy units (Fig. 4-A) which developed during the Last
Glacial Maximum, sealing and/or cross-cutting the old terraces. The
hierarchy and relative chronology of the stratigraphic units and
boundaries, drawn in the cross-section after correlation, contribute to
delineate a coherent, simple and likely geo-history, in the frame of the
regional geology. At this stage of the workflow, the cross section pre
sented in Fig. 4-A is accepted as a plausible, yet uncertain interpretative
picture, which honours the hard data-points fixed at the boreholes.

4.2. Proposed formalism
The result of the previous step is a 2-D network of hierarchically
arranged stratigraphic boundaries and units as shown in Fig. 4-A. The
following notations are then used to formalize the interpretation and
label the stratigraphic boundaries:
- Sn represent the highest level in the hierarchy of stratigraphic
boundaries, where n represents their relative chronology (n increases
in ascending stratigraphic order);
- an index m is added in the notation for the intermediate level in the
hierarchy of stratigraphic boundaries, presented as Sn-m;
- an additional subscript, l, is added to represent the lowest level in the
hierarchy of stratigraphic boundaries, presented as Sn-m-l;
- n, m and l are integers representing the relative chronology of the
stratigraphic boundaries at each hierarchical level (stratigraphic
matrix of Fig. 4-A).
The interpreted stratigraphic boundaries on the geological crosssection compose a set of GIS polylines with the following associated
attributes: i) the above-mentioned stratigraphic classification using the
Sn-m-l notation explained above, ii) hierarchy, and iii) relative chro
nology. Hierarchy is coded as integer numbers raising with hierarchic
level (1 for the lowest, 3 for the highest in this example, see Fig. 4-A
right); relative chronology is coded by numbers from zero to N, with
zero corresponding to the bottom of the oldest stratigraphic unit (unit M
in Fig. 4-A), while N corresponding to the most recent event recorded by
the geological history, independently from the hierarchy of the in
crements/events (read along the matrix rows; Fig. 4-A, right).
To illustrate this proposed formalization, Fig. 4-A shows for example
the polyline S3 that bounds the base of a group of three vertically
stacked units (BMI, BEE, BXE). Relying on the previous definitions, S3 is
a high-hierarchy boundary: it will be coded as hierarchy ¼ 3; relative
chronology ¼ 7. S3 is truncated by the boundary S4, which has the same
hierarchy. This cross-cut relation shows that S4 postdates S3 (the rela
tive chronology of S4 will be coded as 10, according to the corre
sponding geological increment and the stratigraphic matrix shown in
Fig. 4-A). Since the quality of borehole log descriptions allowed to refine
the correlation between S4 and S3 lines, other stratigraphic boundaries
of lower hierarchy were traced: S3-0 and S3-1 of intermediate hierarchic
order (hierarchy ¼ 2; Fig. 4-A). Each of them bounds a fining-upward
sequence of decametric thickness (intermediate-hierarchy stratigraphic
units BMI and BEE). The relative chronology is again fixed by the crosscut relationship: S3-0 has a relative chronology 7 and predates S3-1,
having therefore a relative chronology 8. Lastly, the lowest hierarchi
cal level of stratigraphic boundary is illustrated with S3-1-1 (hierarchy
¼ 1, relative chronology ¼ 9, Fig. 4-A). It bounds the low-hierarchy
stratigraphic unit BXE and has been interpreted and drawn above S31. It is cross-cut by the high-hierarchy line S4 at relative chronology 10.

4.4. Data preparation for numerical computation
The cross-section is now ready to set-up the numerical computation.
This step (Fig. 2) focuses on the contact points and is illustrated in Fig. 4B. The set of contact points (where the stratigraphic boundaries cross the
well-logs) is obtained using the georeferenced GIS points at the in
tersections between the 1-D borehole stick-logs and the stratigraphic
boundaries defined in the previous step (Fig. 4-B). The contact points
carry both hard spatial attributes and geological knowledge which are
stored as alphanumeric codes in their attribute table (Fig. 4-B). The
spatial attributes concern the location of the interface along the crosssection and consist in the spatial coordinates x and z, as distances
measured from the axis origin in cross-section view. The denomination
assigned to each contact point corresponds to the classification of the
stratigraphic boundary which they contribute to correlate. The geolog
ical knowledge is stored as two numerical attributes “hierarchy” and
“relative chronology” as defined in Section 4.2. In Fig. 4, for instance,
the contact point picked at S4 bears hierarchy 3 (column) and relative
chronology 10 (row) in the stratigraphic matrix at the right side of panel
A. According to the stratigraphic matrix, a contact point can be obtained
at the same intersection preserving equal relative chronology 10, while
bearing hierarchy 2 and will be denominated S4-0. It derives that the
boundaries at the lowest level of hierarchy contribute to build
intermediate-hierarchy lines, and the latter merge into high-hierarchy
6
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boundaries.

knowledge, it was preferred to keep the interpolation step as simple as
possible. Therefore, a linear interpolation algorithm is implemented to
join the contact points belonging to the same stratigraphic boundary.
Better interpolation methods can be implemented, either explicit or
implicit (Wellmann and Caumon, 2018); however, we argue that it
would be even better if existing geomodelling tools could integrate the
proposed hierarchical framework. Our aim is not to replace those tools
but rather to propose a novel way to code the stratigraphic pile.

5. Computational steps
In the previous steps, the geological interpretation and the raw data
have been coded to obtain a table, containing the coordinates of the
contact points and their corresponding attributes (Fig. 4-B). In addition
to the input table, HIEGEO reads a parameter file (JSON format) that
contains information about the discretization grid, like the minimum
and maximum x and z coordinates, and the size of the cells (Δx and Δz).
A discretization grid is required to allow the export of the interpreted
information into a structured grid file (VTK or GSLIB) and for the
interpolation of the stratigraphic boundaries within the defined domain.
Since the focus of this paper is the conceptualization of the geological

5.1. Stratigraphic boundaries (SBounds) and stratigraphic units (SUnits)
All the computations are done in Python™ and use an objectoriented approach. Once all data have been read, the stratigraphic
boundary objects (SBound class; Fig. 5-A) are instantiated. They

Fig. 5. A) Schematic representation of the concept of SBounds and SUnits, and their link with an UML diagram of the main classes defined in HIEGEO; the dots are the
contact points. B) Flow-chart of the procedure embedded in the creation of a SBound object. The symbol \ refers to a contact point where two or more SBounds
are defined.
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extended to facilitate their representation (Fig. 5). As explained in
Section 5.1, SBounds are instantiated in a precise order. When a SBound
is instantiated, the algorithm checks if the SBound is in contact with any
already instantiated SBound. By checking the nature of the contact
points (hierarchy and relative chronology of the therein defined
SBounds), it is possible to discern if the current SBound alone is enough
to delineate the bottom of a stratigraphic unit (SUnit), or if the bottom
derives from the composition of more than one SBound. In the latter
case, a SBound is extended by adding the points (in the attributes x_raw
and y_raw) required to properly complete the bottom of the corre
sponding SUnit. These points, which are borrowed from a SBound of
higher hierarchical level, constitute a continuation line.
The details of the procedure are illustrated in the following (Fig. 5-B,
Fig. 6): when a SBound is instantiated, all the corresponding contact
points are checked to verify if any other SBound is therein defined. If that
is the case, three additional checks are made. First, if the hierarchy of the
current SBound is lower than the one of the other SBound, then there is
the possibility to extend the current SBound with a continuation line, in
order to represent a possible bottom of the corresponding stratigraphic
unit. Second, if the relative chronology of the current SBound postdates
the other SBound, there is again the possibility to extend the current
SBound with a continuation line. A final check is made to verify if, how,
and where the continuation line should be appended to the current
SBound. For example, one should check if the continuation should be
added to the left or to the right of the contact point. If the horizontal
coordinates of the current SBound are coherent with those of the one
intersecting it, then a continuation line is added. Otherwise, a warning
message is printed, because at this stage, given the two previous checks
and a properly provided data set for the coordinate x, a continuation is in
general needed.
Let us further illustrate this procedure with the example shown in
Fig. 6. We start by focussing on the case of the SBound denominated S3-1
and bearing hierarchy ¼ 2. At a first stage, SBounds of hierarchy ¼ 3 are
defined (including S3 and S4, Fig. 6-A). Once the SBound S3-1 is added, a
contact point shared with S3 is found (highlighted point, Fig. 6-B). As
the hierarchy of S3-1 is lower than the one of S3, S3-1 cannot cut S3;
moreover, the relative chronology of the two SBounds makes that the
bottom of the SUnit SU3-1 should coincide with S3 wherever the SBound
S3-1 is not defined, that is on the left of the intersection between S3-1
and S3. Therefore, when the SBound object S3-1 is instantiated, a
continuation line is added to its attributes to make it ready to represent
the bottom of the corresponding stratigraphic unit (points along the
highlighted segment of S3, Fig. 6-C). In the end, the polygonal SUnit
SU3-1 can be properly added due to the correct definition of S3-1 (Fig. 6D).
Moreover HIEGEO, while honouring the constraints given by the
contact points, allows to include additional information in the interpo
lation process to refine the final representation. In the presented casestudy, for example, the truncation of two stratigraphic boundaries was
introduced from the geological interpretation, (two black circles in
Fig. 4-B, left-hand section). Since the spatial coordinates of these points
are uncertain, because they are not constrained by a well-log, they do
not represent contact points. The formalization and interpolation of
these additional points may help to draw the cross-cut relationships
between the Sbounds, provided that no inconsistencies are introduced
and the uncertainty on the location of these points is accounted for.

represent the conceptualization of a geological stratigraphic boundary.
They contain all the attributes related to a stratigraphic boundary, like
the spatial coordinates of the contact points available to delineate them
(attributes x_raw and z_raw, Fig. 5-A) as well as the hierarchy and rela
tive chronology (Fig. 2; Figs. 4, Fig. 5-A). In addition, the SBound class
contains some methods used to plot a stratigraphic boundary object
using the capabilities of the matplotlib graphical library, to interpolate it
with piecewise linear interpolation (results are saved into the attributes
xd and zd, Fig. 5-A), or to get all the SBounds which lie above the current
stratigraphic boundary. As illustrated in Fig. 5-A, the SBound class ex
tends the class NodeMixin of the Python™ package anytree (https://gith
ub.com/c0fec0de/anytree). This allows to better organize the SBound
objects into a tree structure, also relying on the attribute parent (Fig. 5A), that contains a reference to the SBound object of a higher level of
hierarchy.
SBounds are the boundaries that define the objects of type SUnit. The
latter class implements the concept of stratigraphic unit and is defined
given one bottom SBound and one or more SBounds for its top (bot and
top attributes, Fig. 5-A). SBounds and SUnits are used to compute and
visualize the geological model and to produce the 2-D graphical output.
Almost all the steps required to create the geological model from the
input data are automated and included in the function create_sb_
from_data, which instantiates all the required SBound objects and returns
them into a list. This is the preferred way to instantiate the SBounds,
because they are instantiated in a sequence, starting from the highesthierarchy, then moving to the lowest, allowing to properly fill the tree
structure of the model. Alternatively, e.g. for testing purposes, advanced
users can instantiate each SBound object separately by using the pro
vided methods.
5.2. Core algorithm
The core algorithms of HIEGEO create the SBound objects which
define the SUnit objects in their corresponding hierarchic order.
Considering that different low-hierarchy SBounds often merge into a
higher hierarchy SBound object, HIEGEO permits to draw the lowhierarchy segments which compose the high-hierarchy SBounds,
generating the bases of the Sunits of the corresponding hierarchy (for an
example compare the cyan S3 boundaries in the geological cross-section
in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 6), To do that, once the SBound class is instantiated,
all the data are processed, and the arguments x_raw and z_raw are

5.3. Model plot
Once all the stratigraphic boundaries are instantiated as SBound
Python™ objects, they can be plotted using the HIEGEO function
plot_sb_ax. It allows to select up to which hierarchy the SBounds should
be represented (see examples in Fig. 7-column A). This first step allows
to detect inconsistencies present in the data-set or inborn in its inter
pretation. Some examples of inconsistent data are provided in Fig. 8 and
will be discussed later in the text.

Fig. 6. Steps required to properly represent the SUnit SU3-1, starting from
SBound S3-1. A) SBounds of hierarchy 3, S3 and S4, are added; B) once S3-1 is
added, an intersection point is found; C) a continuation line is added to the
SBound S3-1 to represent the bottom of the modelled SUnit SU3-1; D) finally, a
SUnit can be properly added. Dots in each panel: contact points.
8
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Fig. 7. Using HIEGEO it is possible to represent nested SBounds and SUnits at diverse levels of complexity. Column A): plot of the modelled Python™ objects SBounds;
column B) plot of the modelled SUnits; column C) plot of the tree structure. Rows: the levels of hierarchy chosen for the plot, with the number of visualized hi
erarchies, i.e. model complexity, increasing towards the bottom. Compare to the interpreted cross-section of Fig. 4-A. Contact points are not shown for the sake of
readability.

The SBound objects can be combined to plot the corresponding SUnit
Python™ objects interposed between them. The HIEGEO module con
tains functions to automatically plot all the defined SUnits based on their
hierarchy at the desired level of detail (Fig. 7-B). For example, by acting
on the input arguments, the user can choose to plot the SUnits including
either only hierarchy 3, or hierarchy 2 and 3 as well as all the available
hierarchies (Fig. 7-B). Of course, the output of this modelling step is not
limited to the plots presented in Fig. 7, but it is available also as a
structured grid file (GeoEAS/GSLIB or VTK) that can be further pro
cessed, e.g. by geostatistical modelling tools.
Another useful tool provided by HIEGEO is the possibility to repre
sent SBounds with a hierarchical tree structure (Fig. 7-C). This is built
when the SBounds are instantiated, based on the hierarchy and relative
chronology of the contact points, and is implemented using the anytree
Python™. This figure allows to check if the interpreted stratigraphic
hierarchy agrees with the geological knowledge that drove the con
struction of the data set.

5.4. Model output and quality check
The model automatically returns the stratigraphic architecture of the
SBounds at multiple hierarchical levels (Fig. 7, column A), given the
input table of contact points (Fig. 4-B). The modelled stratigraphic ar
chitecture (Fig. 7) is consistent with both the spatial attributes of the
dataset and the geological knowledge (hierarchy and relative chronol
ogy). Each SBound intersects and connects the contact points of equal
hierarchy and relative chronology, hence preserving the evolutionary
interpretation of the geological architecture. The higher level of the
hierarchy in stratigraphic architecture is shown in the upper row of
Fig. 7. It comprises 5 high-hierarchy SUnits, i.e. the Python™ objects
bounded by the SBounds of hierarchy 3 (lines labelled S0 to S4 in
ascending stratigraphic/chronological order) comparable to the strati
graphic boundaries correlated in the subsurface of the study area (Fig. 4A). The cross-cut relationships and the vertical stacking of the geological
units, modelled at this hierarchy, are consistent with the erosional na
ture of their bounding surfaces. Hence, the multiple visualizations here
9
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Fig. 8. Check of the model consistency. The model output when A) the input data are coherent, and B), C) when there is incoherence in input data. For each row, the
geological model is provided in terms of stratigraphic boundaries on the left column, in terms of stratigraphic units in the middle columns, and in terms of hier
archical tree in the left column.

proposed allow to check the internal geometry of the high-hierarchy
stratigraphic units, showing their composite nature resulting from
multiple erosional-depositional events of lower-hierarchy. As an
example, the interpreted ‘Besnate Supersynthem’ (stratigraphic unit
‘BE’ in Fig. 4-A), modelled and plotted as SUnit SU3 in Fig. 7, upper row,
is the composition of the Minoprio Unit (BMI in Fig. 4-A) and Guanzate
Unit (BEE, Fig. 4-A), resulting from two different depositional events
which produced the nested geometries of SU3-0 and SU3-1 visualized in
Fig. 7, central row. The output images are consistent with the geomet
rical and geological reconstruction represented in the 2-D cross-section.
When some inconsistency is present in the data-set, or when the hi
erarchy and relative chronology are misinterpreted by the user, HIEGEO
allows to highlight potential problems in two ways. The first way con
sists in a warning/error message printed to the standard output. It occurs
whenever the script cannot render any result starting from the input
attributes of the contact points. The second way to highlight potential
problems is the production of a graphical output whenever the incorrect
input does not compromise the run of the script. The image can be
analysed by the user, compared and discussed relatively to the

interpreted geological cross-section (Fig. 4-A). Two examples are given
in Fig. 8. Fig. 8-B illustrates the case when the input relative chronology
of the boundaries S3 and S3-1 is inverted. Despite the hierarchic rela
tionship is preserved (S3-1 stops against S3), the SBound S3-1 is not
considered to subdivide the high-hierarchy SUnit SU3 into the two
intermediate-hierarchy SUnits SU3-0 and SU3-1 (compare to Fig. 7-A).
Fig. 8-C, instead, represents a case when a wrong hierarchy (hierarchy
¼ 2 in place of 3) is attributed to the boundary S3, while preserving the
correct relative chronology of the stratigraphy. In this case, the script
does not recognize any high-hierarchy SBound between S2 and S4, hence
includes the whole modelled SUnit 3 (‘SU3’ in Fig. 7) within the SUnit 2
(SU2). The anomalies presented in both the situations represent cases
when the answer to “model OK” in the flow chart of Fig. 2 is “NO”. In this
case, the user needs to check the starting geological dataset and verify
step-by-step the dataset analysis, interpretation and predisposition to
numerical modelling.
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6. Summary and conclusions

chronology of the geological evolution, which can be managed as
separate, numerical entities. The geometries resulting from the inter
pretation of the geological dataset, in the form of a cross section, are
expressed in terms of location of the contact points, i.e. the intersections
between the stratigraphic boundaries and the borehole stick-logs. Ac
cording to the geological knowledge, each contact point bears the
description of cross-cut relationships, their erosional/depositional na
ture and chronological ordering that have been here formalized and
converted into modelling rules within a rigorous automatic routine. The
rules can be easily adjusted by the user to manage the geometrical and
topological relationships between the modelled stratigraphic bound
aries and units, i.e. to manage the geological uncertainty.
The site-specific geological knowledge includes: i) the “hierarchy”
code, that is the relative position of the stratigraphic entities (boundaries
and units) nested in the tree-structure of the stratigraphic succession.
Stratigraphic hierarchy derives from the duration and rate of the genetic
erosional/depositional processes, the more durable processes origi
nating the highest-rank entities. Independently from the relative chro
nology, high-hierarchy erosional surfaces always cross-cut the lowhierarchy ones, not vice versa. Seemingly, high-rank depositional sur
faces are composed by low-rank ones, not vice versa; ii) the “relative
chronology” code describes the increments of the geological evolution
trough time and is expressed as the vertical stacking, cross-cut, and
lateral juxtaposition of stratigraphic boundaries and units of different
hierarchy. In combination to hierarchy, it controls the order in which the
cross-cut relationships must be modelled. These are the main rules
implemented in the HIEGEO Python™ module to handle the represen
tation of stratigraphic boundaries and stratigraphic units within a
computer code.
The set-up of a GIS-based Geo-Database provided a consistent sup
port for handling multi-scale dataset and for predisposing geological
data to modelling. A rigorous GIS-based procedure has been here pro
posed to convert an interpreted stratigraphic cross-section into a set of
georeferenced geological contacts (“contact points”), preserving both
spatial attributes and geological knowledge as alphanumeric attributes
(Fig. 4-B), to be used as input for spatial interpolation.

The proposed workflow integrates hard geometrical constraints
(spatial coordinates of the contact points) and shows how hierarchical
rules can be employed in addition to relative chronology to delineate
stratigraphic entities in a geological model. This was illustrated on the
alluvial stratigraphy of the Po Plain sedimentary basin (Italy). The Py
thon™ code HIEGEO demonstrates, by using a simple illustrative case,
how the rules derived from the geological knowledge can be formalized,
yielding modelling constraints which reflect the geological history of the
specific setting under investigation. A further step, far beyond the aims
of this paper, might be the implementation of this approach in geo
modelling codes, and especially for hydrostratigraphic and hydro
geological applications.
Here, we propose to consider the hierarchy and relative chronology
simultaneously. It allows reproducing the external boundaries of the
high-hierarchy units and the internal (lower-hierarchy) nested strati
graphic features almost simultaneously, following their genetic tempo
ral ordering, no matter if synchronous or not within different high-rank
domains (i.e. stratigraphic units). We are suggesting a sort of 4-D to
pology to account for the spatial and temporal relations among the
geological objects contemporaneously.
In other words, as illustrated by the example, it is not necessary to
reproduce the internal features of the high-hierarchy units separately
within each individual domain, either recomposing the domains after
wards, or cutting-out the low-hierarchy features across the highhierarchy boundaries ex post. How would HIEGEO model some coeval
but physically separate bed-sets contained within a high-rank unit, or
within two different high-rank units? The example clarifies that: i) the
contact points and the stratigraphic matrix assign the subordinate units
to their specific parents, ii) the “hierarchy” label constraints the no-cross
relationships between their boundaries and the contours of their rela
tives (the same holds for the low-rank features they contain), iii) the
“relative chronology” label constraints the topology among the equalrank features throughout the entire domain, formed by the assemblage
of the highest-rank entities as well as within the sub-domains inside
them. We believe that this is a sufficiently straightforward way to link
the spatial (hard) attributes and the related chronological attributes
with the site-specific geo-history, independently from the physical scale
and at any requested detail, through domains which might be as large as
entire sedimentary basins or as small individual point-bars. If relative
chronology and hierarchy are consistent, HIEGEO “must” find a solution.
If not, the user will have to reconsider the geological correlation at the
light of the geological evolution of the site. Should the user discover the
pitfalls of the geological knowledge, they will have ensured the best
cooperation between geologists and modelers. Some highlights on the
HIEGEO workflow are recalled in the following sections.

6.3. A blueprint for multiscale geological modelling tools
The interpolation of the stratigraphic boundaries using the proposed
hierarchic workflow allows to preserve the link between geological
interpretation of stratigraphic architecture and the resulting geological
model, as exemplified by the model output shown in Fig. 7. The work
flow is flexible, since it allows to easily add/modify data points as soon
as new data are available and/or the interpretation is updated. To our
knowledge, none of the available geological modelling platforms can
simultaneously include hierarchy and relative chronology of the
geological evolution as constraints in model building. Therefore, rather
than supplying a thorough computer code, the present work might
provide a new perspective to approach geological modelling at diverse
scales. The routines contained in HIEGEO allow to build a comprehen
sive multiscale model that encompasses high-, intermediate- and lowhierarchies of the stratigraphic architecture at the same time (Fig. 7).
The HIEGEO module is provided as free and open-source software
(FOSS). It can be easily adapted to different case-studies, or integrated in
other modelling tools. It is a blueprint, in the sense that for illustration
purposes the demonstration is made in 2-D and using an interpolation
method (piecewise linear interpolation) that has many limitations.
Nevertheless, the illustrative example is applied to a real-world case
study, it is based on a real-world data-set and tackles the geological
complexity which is typical of alluvial basins investigated for their
groundwater resources.

6.1. Hierarchic approach
The workflow has been applied to a real case-study in the North of
Italy and focuses on the still-debated geological complexity of the
regressive sedimentary fill of the Po Basin during Quaternary. Five highhierarchy geological boundaries were traced in the subsurface of the
study area. The hierarchic approach adopted since the geological
interpretation steps, permitted to draw and then model the composite
nature of these stratigraphic boundaries, formed by nested, lowerhierarchy stratigraphic surfaces originated during shorter changes in
depositional dynamics (Cavalli, 2012; Ghielmi et al., 2013; Scardia
et al., 2012; Zuffetti et al., 2018; Zuffetti, 2019).
6.2. Formalization of the geological knowledge
The modelling workflow is based on a decomposition of the knowl
edge of the site-specific geological architecture into its components: the
geometry of the stratigraphic entities, their hierarchy, and the relative

6.4. Compatibility with further 3-D modelling workflows
The natural development of the presented workflow is the modelling
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of stratigraphic architectures in 3-D. This could be achieved, for
example, by integrating the steps proposed in the HIEGEO module into
existing 3-D modelling suites such as GemPy (de la Varga et al., 2018),
also belonging to the FOSS software and written in Python™ too, or
within other proprietary modelling platforms like GeoModeller (Cal
cagno et al., 2008). Indeed, the potential field interpolation methods
implemented in the aforementioned software would beneficiate by the
integration of the geological knowledge rules formalized in the present
work. These rules would introduce important constraints to control
stratigraphic relationships, allowing representations of many orders of
nested geometries. The optimum outcome would be to allow the 3-D
stratigraphic architecture to be modelled in its hierarchic structure,
accordingly to the geological interpretation, and in which the hierarchy
could be visualized as a function of the scale and purposes of work.
In conclusion, a new modelling perspective relying on descriptive
information of geological knowledge is set up. It constraints architec
tural models with hierarchical and chronological rules. We implemented
and demonstrated its applicability with the FOSS software HIEGEO. The
main advantages of the proposed workflow are: i) strong and traceable
linkage between the modelled geometries and their geological origin; ii)
representation of the geological architectures at different degrees of
detail, in compliance with the detail of the available data; iii) possibility
to represent diverse levels of hierarchical complexity, depending on the
user’s needs; iv) wide applicability to different contexts, and possible
extension to 3-D modelling.
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